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Arty Samej      1/10/2013  
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Life Path:                      8   

Date of reading:            1/1/2015  

Birthday/Personal year: 10  

 

Opportunites  2   28 yrs.        0   Challenge              
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Soul:                            14/5  

Personality:                   17/8   

Destiny and Vision:        31/4   
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Missing numbers – 368/8  
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Interpretation                     

Arty is a pure life path 8 which indicates his direction in life is to organise and manage 

others. This could be in the area of finance as he also has the personality number 8 

and his career pinnacles, the money numbers, 279.  His previous incarnation shows 

Arty suffered financially as he is missing 8’s in his name. In this lifetime he is here to 

learn to deal with money and what that represents. Although money won’t be an 

issue for him as he can manifest money from ‘nothing’ when he needs to, it would be 

wise if he associated with people who know how to use money wisely. It would also 

be recommended if Arty started a savings regime and learnt to understand how to 

use money responsibility at an early age.  

Arty is a sensitive child that will be very inquisitive and analytical with a bold exterior. 

He will love to research and discover things for himself and it would be recommended 

for mum to take him to the library from an early age. It would be best if his home 

environment is quiet so Arty can learn and later on study in a passive space.   

He may be a little fussy, but he’s just being discerning with distinct likes and dislikes. 

Arty will be a ‘lover not a fighter’ and being around competitive people or aggressive 

people will make him withdrawn.   

Dad or father figure as expressed in the year 2013 should reinforce positive examples 

of creative expression, fun and harmony. Maybe take Arty out to watch plays and 

concerts or just sit and read together somewhere quiet. Reading outdoors with dad or 

father figure will create a strong communication bond.  

Arty has an abundance of 1’s in his chart, such as his Month and day number reduced 

to a single digit and his name Arty adds to 1, this shows his world will be male 

orientated.   

Arty’s name is a karmic number 19 which means he is an old soul. His life will go in 

cycles of 19 years where he will change direction in some way at age 19 e.g. start 

higher education, start a serious relationship or gain that dream job. He will feel his 

life up to the age of 28 is one of nurturing and support without many challenges. At 

28 years he will take on further education that will enhance his career. This will bring 

him success.  
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This is a sample Birth Chart from Hills Numerology. 

 

Price: Birth Chart and one page summary - $20 

          With 30 minute consultation          - $50 

  

  


